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attack was especially grave, as the bomb
contained an enormous amount of nails
and screws that greatly compound the
injuries caused by the explosion. He said
that bodily remains were spread out over a
very large radius.

Streets Soaked In Blood
Thursday, five Israelis were murdered when
an Arab suicide bomber detonated his
explosives aboard a public bus in the heart
of Tel Aviv. Everyone on the bus and in its
vicinity - Allenby and Rothschild Streets was hurt or killed; over 50 people were
treated in nearby hospitals, including one
with life-threatening injuries and another
eight with serious wounds.

Praising Fatah
Foreign Minister Shimon Peres used his
address to the United Nations General
Assembly yesterday to applaud Yasser
Arafat's Fatah terror organization. Peres
praised Fatah's recent call to establish an
independent "State of Palestine" based on
democratic principles with respect for
human rights, civil liberties and a market
economy. Peres said, "We look upon these
words as a first dawn of a different season.
We hope it is spring."

Saudi Blood Libel
The Arab propaganda machine continues to
spew blood libels against world Jewry. In a
recent article published in the official Saudi
daily newspaper Al-Jazira, columnist Dr.
Muhammad bin S'ad Al-Shwey'ir accuses
Jews of using human blood for holiday
celebrations. Excerpts from the column:

"Christian Europe showed enmity toward
the Jews when it transpired that their rabbis
craftily hunt anyone walking alone,
[tempting] him to enter their house of
The bus was heading north when it
worship. Then they take his blood to use for
exploded just meters away from Tel Aviv's
baked goods for their holidays, as part of
Great Synagogue during the busy lunch
their ritual. Often this deed was uncovered.
Hero Saves Many
hour. The bus was reduced to a heap of
When these incidents proliferated, the
Wednesday , a suicide terrorist blew
charred metal, and some passengers were
security apparatuses began to follow them,
himself up as police approached him. The
thrown out through a large hole created by
until they caught their rabbis committing the
blast wounded three people, including a
the explosion. Others got out on their own
crime. The 24th protocol [of the antipoliceman who died of his wounds shortly
through windows and doors. Eyewitnesses
Semitic book "Protocols of the Elders of
afterwards, and a police vehicle was heavily
were horrified to observe chunks of human
Zion," which claims that the Jewish people
damaged. An eyewitness named Ziyad said
flesh spread all over the ground in the
secretly strive for world conquest] represents
the explosion occurred as the policeman
vicinity of the doomed bus.
the goal towards which the Jews strive with
approached two Arabs at a bus stop. Police
their tactics, their false media, and their
now assume that the dead officer was in
Yossi Landau, a volunteer for the
treachery. The free world must take notice…
effect a hero, in that his alertness prevented
emergency medical and burial organization
where the intentions of the Jews have been
known as Zaka, said today that the Allenby the bomber from blowing himself up inside revealed as they gnaw away at the societies
a public bus in accordance with his plans.
like the worm gnaws away at the wood until
Source: IsraelNN.com
it is entirely consumed before signs [of the
damage are visible]. [The West and America]
must awaken, and must support the Muslims
Practically What To Do Now Part II
against [the Jews] before it is too late."
Unquestionably, there will be protests at the outset. They must be met with resolution.
When this is done, the Arabs and the other nations will ultimately realize the reality: Israel Source: Middle East Media Research institute (MEMRI).
is serious about defending her self-interest; this land will not be given away.
For this purpose, it is important that new settlement be broad in scope. The same clamor
will be raised by the Arabs whether a new home is added to an existing settlement, one
new settlement is founded, or the entire land is settled. So why hold back?
Indeed, restrictions against settlement invite protest. For it becomes obvious that
restrictions are imposed only because in essence there are Israeli’s who feel that they don't
really belong there. Settling the land without restriction, by contrast, broadcasts a message
of confident self-esteem. It shows the entire world that Israel is doing everything possible
to maintain her security and will not be halted in that endeavor.

Surrender To Terror
“If an evacuation would take place
under terrorism and violence, this
would represent a great blow at
Israel's security. It would be
perceived as an Israeli surrender to
terrorism”
IDF Chief of Staff Moshe Yaalon, Sep 15 2002

Based on talks of the Rebbe Concerning the Integrity of the Land of Israel .
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